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Message from Editor-in-Chief

In India the total fresh STEM graduates were 2.6 million in 2016 ['India’s STEM talent sees shortage despite 
maximum graduates', The Hindu,Feb 28, 2018].  Research reveals that children develop keenness in STEM fields 
at an average age of eight. Many STEM-based institutions are resorting to different innovative techniques to 
instill in children the concept ‘do it yourself’. The govt. of India as part of the 'Skill India' campaign has supported 
more than 3000 schools to equip themselves and help students get hands-on experience in futuristic 
technology with Atal Tinkering Labs (ATL) [NITI Aayog’s AIM has selected 3,000 additional schools, the 
EcEconomic times, Jun12, 2018, & ATAL labs]. STEM education also needs quality teacher with latest know-how 
practices.In this context there exists a big challenge in the effective implementation of STEM-based education 
in India.Several schemes are rolling out, such as AI for youths, Robotics or Automation.  Some of the urgent ICT 
skills required by the children of class I-IV are

Start/join an Online Class using available Gadget. 
Downloading the assignment or lecture notes and attachment of files.   
Choosing different languages and type an assignment using IT gadget.
Solving assignment with the craft paper, taking photos, cropping/editing the 
images.
Understanding the lecture Videos, few Robotics and minor troubleshooting etc.

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

To keep pace with the current call , NIELIT also started STEM-based summer training / 
Robotics training for the School Children to meet the urgent ICT skills and also Startup 
base Internship for graduates.

To wind up I am hopeful the readers find the news updates and information that this 
issue carries forth enriching and interesting and take the opportunity to request the 
readers for their valuable feedback at newsletter@nielit.gov.in

Enjoy reading!

Dr. Yumnam Jayanta Singh, 

Director/Scientist-F
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STEM is an approach to learning and development that integrate the areas of Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. STEM education is meant for designing 

infrastructure, curriculum and to teach our children with the best guidance and support. Information and 
communications technology (ICT)   may prove handy in many ways to implement the requirements. Many 
countries preserver to become technological stalwarts by implementing STEM from class I onwards. During 
2016, Canada has  21.2% of graduates who studied in STEM programs. Other countries with good percentile are 
US, France, Germany, Austria etc.[(STEM education in Canada: A knowledge synthesis, 2016, by I DeCoito), (How 
CanadaCanada became an education superpower, BBC news, Aug1,2017), (Accountability in Education: Meeting our 
Commitments, 2017, by G. UNESCO)].  

Warm welcome to yet another issue of NIELIT Newsletter. This particular issue 
embodies an attempt to exude the notable activities of our NIELIT Centres such as 
various Faculty Development Programmes, Industrial Training along with testimonials 
submitted by the participants.

Many firms in the United States followed the guidelines of the National Science Foundation and considered 
‘Information technology’ as one of the subjects of significance. Different countries organized STEM-based 
summer enrichment programs. They also conducted several Olympiad examinations to bring the youth together 
and assess their skills in friendly ways. Globally, There are lots of demands for better practices to meet the 
globalization, technological development and automation as per Industry 4.0. However, many Institutes are still 
having the age old model of education in pursuit. Hopefully in India also with the advent of National Education   
PPolicy 2020 (NEP), some better and more effective practices may emerge. 



Online Inauguration of Awareness Campaigns for 
Empowerment of Senior Citizens in e-Services through ICT tools 

Under this program, senior citizens are trained in the use of smart phones, online money 

transactions, health awareness and yoga, awareness about government rules and 

schemes for senior citizens and other online transactions like IRCTC, Zomata, MSRTC, 

Ola etc. The online training is provided free of cost and is conducted in Marathi. Online 

training program for Senior Citizens of Nandurbar District was conducted during 

September 15-21, 2020 by the centre for around 200 senior citizens.

Awareness campaigns/events for Empowerment of Senior Citizens in e-Services through ICT 

Tools at NIELIT Aurangabad was inaugurated online by Shri Sanjay Dhotre,  Hon'ble Union 

Minister of State for Education, communication and Electronics & Information Technology, 

Govt. of India in the august presence of Dr. Jaideep Kumar Mishra, Joint Secretary (HRD) MeitY, 

Govt. of India and Director General, NIELIT on July 30, 2020. Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Gupta, 

Executive Director, NIELIT Aurangabad, Other NIELIT officials and many senior citizens 

participated in the online inauguration function.
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News from Aurangabad Centre



A series of live webinars on technology and innovation factors impacting the industries 

under FutureSkills PRIME Project sponsored by MeitY, GoI was conducted at NIELIT 

Aurangabad during the first week of July 2020. BOT Development, Robotic Process 

Automation, Internet of Things, Machine Learning and Neural Networks and rapid 

growth of 3D Printing are key technology and innovation factors impacting the 

industries. Such factors come with important challenges. So reskilling of employees in 

these emerging fields of technology becomes important. More than 120 faculty 

membersmembers of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh government engineering 

and polytechnic college had participated in the webinar.

Webinars on Bot Development
Robotic Process Automation
Internet Of Things

Machine Learning 
Neural Networks 
3D Printing

NIELIT Gangtok has been selected as the Co-Lead Technology Resource Centre for 

Augmented and Virtual Reality (AVR) under the ambitious FutureSkills PRIME 

(Programme for Re-skilling/Up-skilling of IT Manpower for Employability) project of the 

Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), Govt. of India.  

The Centre will work jointly with CDAC-Pune and NIELIT centres at Kolkata and 

Chandigarh to institutionalize Blended learning mechanism in a hub-and-spoke model 

for Augmented and Virtual Reality. 4 nos. resources of NIELIT Gangtok have been 

trained as Master Trainers under the project through the Online Training organised by 

CDAC- Pune from  10th August 2020 to 26th August 2020. 

NIELIT Gangtok to work as Co-Lead centre for Augmented and 
Virtual Reality 
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NIELIT IN PRESS

Lokmat Times July 31, 2020 Sakaal August 02, 2020

LokmatSamachar 02-08-2020

JanshaktiNandurbar 03-08-2020

DivyaMarathi Aurangabad 03-08-2020



Training cum Investigation Labs in NE States and Cloud based 
Centralized Cyber Forensic Lab Infrastructure 

The first meeting of PRSG for project 

“Development of Cyber Forensic Training 

Cum Investigation Labs in NE State and 

Cloud-based Centralized Cyber Forensic 

Lab Infrastructure “was held via VC on 5 

August, 2020 under the chairmanship of 

Dr. Gulshan Rai Ex-National Cyber 

SecuritySecurity Coordinator (NCSC). The 

meeting was also attended by other 

senior officials of MeitY and NIELIT.  

th

A one day awareness programme via Webinar was conducted for the police officials of 

NE States on the topic "Tackling Crimes in Cyber Space" on 18 August, 2020. The 

inaugural programme was graced by Dr. Jaideep Kumar Mishra, Joint Secretary (MeitY) 

& DG NIELIT. Altogether 104 Police Officials attended from Tripura, Mizoram, Manipur 

and Nagaland.

th
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News from Kohima Centre

 Cyber Forensic for Police Officials of North Eastern States



Instructor Led Online Training 

Articial Intelligence and Machine Learning 

NIELIT Chandigarh became a Tally Academy Network Partner which provides industry 

recognised course content, online examination and certification, quality accounting jobs 

listing and placement assistance. Students will help in getting  industry recognition by 

providing them the right kind of accounting and Tally education

NIELIT Chandigarh  successfully conducted  a one week Faculty and Professional 

Development Training programme on “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning”  for 

faculty members of  various colleges, universities, Government Organisation officials 

and Corporate Officials of Punjab State.  
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News from Chandigarh Centre

NIELIT Chandigarh launched new courses in instructor led online training in various 

emerging technologies. More than 200 students have been trained in the following 

technologies.

 Partnership with Tally Academy 

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Certificate Course in Drupal 

Robotics Programming with Arduino

Big Data Analytics using Hadoop

MEAN Stack Development

Blockchain Developer

Apache Spark Certification Course

Computer Networks for 

BeginnersMachine Learning and Deep

Blockchain Essentials

Electronic Circuits and Devices

Tally Academy courses Learning
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Blockchain Technology :  107 students

Python and Data Science: 67 students

In order to provide more safety to staff against 

COVID-19, NIELIT Chandigarh designed a "Low Cost 

Touchless Handsanitizer Dispenser" using Ultrasonic 

sensor with features like sound alert and adjustable 

timing. The Dispenser was developed by Mr. Ravi 

Kumar  and Mr. Jaspreet Singh under the guidance of 

Dr Sarwan Singh, Dy. Director, NIELIT Chandigarh.

Touchless Handsanitizer Dispenser

Training For B.Tech Students

The Centre conducted  the following 

trainings of two weeks each in online 

mode  for the B.Tech Computer Science 

final year students of  DCRUST 

(Deenbandhu Chhotu Ram University of 

Science and Technology) Murthal.  The 

trainings were conducted by Ms Anita 

BudhiBudhiraja and Dr Sarwan Singh.

Project of Chandigarh Administration

Fully Online Counselling Project of 

UT Education Department, Chandi-

garh was successfully implemented. 

The project was totally paperless and 

2 round of counselling were done in 

August, 2020 and September. 2020 

wherein approximately 15000 stu-

dents were given admission in 40 

government schools of Chandigarh 

in 10+1. It was conducted under Dr 

Manish Arora, Addl. Director, NIELIT 

Chandigarh. 
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News from Delhi Centre

Imparting Online Education
 

NIELIT Delhi Centre has been conducting Online Courses due to COVID 19 pandemic. 

Online training were conducted in Python, Digital Marketing, Data Science & Machine 

Learning, Computer Tools & Programming Languages, VLSI Design, IoT with 

Arduino/RPI, Embedded Systems etc. A total of 584 candidates have been enrolled in 

various short term online courses during Jun- Sept 2020 E-Certificates were awarded to 

all participants. The Centre received an overwhelming response in online courses and 

students have given positive. feedback and requests have been received to conduct 

adadvanced courses inonline mode in IT/Electronics areas.  

Capacity Building for TCIL Employees

NIELIT Delhi Centre organized a 

6-Full Day Online Capacity Build-

ing programme on “Computer & 

Managerial Skill Training” from 17 

– 22 August, 2020 for Non-Execu-

tive Cadre Officers of Telecom-

munications Consultants India 

Ltd (TCIL), Delhi. The training was 

conducted for officials working in 

“It was very interesting and valuable experience. 
II learned a lot, it gave me a good grounding in the 
basics. It really made me more passionate in the field 
of Digital Design and Verilog HDL along with FGPA 
Prototyping. Faculty members are very supportive 
and clear all our doubts in the best way possible. So, 
I owe a lot to the NIELIT for providing me such 
insightful and conceptually sounded Course.

”

“The training was very good and informative, I was 
able to learn new skills and enhance my previous 
skills! And mam provided very good real-life 
examples related to programming.
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PAN India offices of TCIL to provide an insight into various Computer Office Tools and 

Development of Managerial Skills. Computer Proficiency test and Online test were 

conducted for evaluating them for their DPR. The participants gave wonderful feedback 

and were overwhelmed for the skill up-gradation training received.

O Level Course for Directorate General of Resettlement (DGR) 

NIELIT Delhi Centre conducted a training program of NIELIT IT-O Level (NSQF Level 

-05) for JCOs/ORs, sponsored by Directorate General Resettlement, Ministry of De-

fence, GoI. A total of 40 officials of Army, Navy and Air Force participated in thetraining 

which has been conducted successfully.However, due to COVID 19 pandemic and lock-

down imposed in the country, the training was partly conducted through Online Mode 

in consultation with DGR and the participants attended the training from their respec-

tive locations through instructor–led live classes. The training was completed succes

fully as per the testimonials given by the participants. 

 National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test 2020 at NIELIT Imphal

National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test (NEET 

(UG)-2019) was conducted on 13th September 

2020 at NIELIT Imphal by National Testing 

Agency (NTA) for admission to MBBS/ BDS 

course in Indian Medical/ Dental colleges. A 

total of 300 candidates attended the test.
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News from Agartala  Centre

Online Industrial Training                                               

Online Industrial Training on Program-

ming Essentials in Python, AutoCAD 

along with Soft skills training were start-

ed at NIELIT Agartala on 06/07/2020. 

Students from different Engineering In-

stitutions & Universities joined with 

good response.

Online Industrial Training for faculties of 

Tripura Institute of Technology (TIT),Govt 

of Tripura commenced from 16th July 2020 

on AutoCAD.

Online Industrial Training are in progress at 

NIELIT Agartala on “IoT Fundamentals: 

Connecting Things”, “Programming Essen-

tials in Python” & “AutoCAD”.Students from 

different Engineering Institutions & Universities joined. (Dated 21/07/2020)

State Institute of Public Administration and Rural Development (SIPARD),Govt of Tri-

pura organized Online Cyber Security Workshop on “Cyber Security to combat Cyber 

Crime” w.e.f. 25/08/2020 to 27/08/2020. Govt. officials from different departments 

joined the training. Shri Binoy Das,Sr. Technical Officer delivered expertise lecture from 

NIELIT Agartala.

Cyber Security Workshop
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other Dept. (International:01;National:13, Tripura:123).Total 137 participants registered 

and are participating. 

ISEA Workshop: One week National 

Level e-Workshop held from 

21/09/2020 on Information Security 

under ISEA phase-II sponsored by Me-

itY,Govt of India. Shri Saju Vaheed A, Di-

rector of Higher Education,Govt of Tri-

pura acted as Chief Patron of the work

shop. Dr.Tritharaj Sen,Principal,Women’s 

Polytechnic delivered welcome ad-

dress. The programme was attended   by Senior Officers of NIELIT Agartala and 

Faculty Development Program on IoT

News from Gangtok  Centre

NIELIT Gangtok has successfully completed 5 days Faculty Development Program 

(FDP) on Internet of Things (IoT) which is one of the emerging technologies in the 

modern technology landscape. The program was sponsored by AICTE Training and 

Learning (ATAL) Academy with an objective to train Faculties, Post-Graduate students 

and Research scholars across the nation on emerging technologies.

The Faculty Development Program on IoT imparted by NIELIT Gangtok was inaugurat-

ed on 21st September 2020 virtually by Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe, Chairman 
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Further, experts from Art of Living – Shri Raj Sharma and Mrs. Roshan Pradhan interact-

ed with the participants on the final session of the 5 days training program to promote 

the Fit India Movement with focus on mental and emotional development, stress man-

agement, meditation, human values and ethics, health and happiness.  

The Faculty Development Program conducted by NIELIT-Gangtok under Ministry of 

Electronics and IT (MeitY), Govt of India has demonstrated that with appropriate 

inhouse knowledge and expertise and proper adoption of modern education 

technology, effective delivery of education and training may be achieved from even the 

remote North-Eastern State of Sikkim to other states of India. 

NIELIT Gangtok in association with CDAC Kolkata launched a 2 days online training 

programme on Cyber Forensics for Sikkim Police personnel from 18th August, 2020. 

This was the first in a series of trainings to be offered for the various stakeholders of 

criminal justice system of the state government like Police Officers, Prosecutors and 

Judiciary. The training was implemented under the Ministry of Electronics and 

Information Technology (MeitY) sponsored project entitled "Development of Cyber 

Forensic Training cum Investigation Labs in North-Eastern States and Cloud based 

CentCentralized Cyber Forensics Lab Infrastructures", being implemented in 8 

North-Eastern States by NIELIT Kohima and C-DAC Kolkata. 

The inaugural session was attended by dignitaries from MeitY- Government of India, IISC 

Bangalore, DIT -Sikkim Government and CID -Sikkim Police.  A total of 34 police 

personnel from Sikkim Police including senior officers and key persons deployed at field 

received the 2-day training online. 

Cyber Forensics for Sikkim Police

AICTE along with 68 other online Faculty Development Programs on various other 

emerging technology areas which were being conducted by other reputed institutes 

across the country. Shri. Arup Chattopadhyay, Director-Incharge, NIELIT-Gangtok repre-

sented NIELIT Gangtok in the inauguration session. 

The training was conducted in Online mode covering a total of 14 different sessions on 

different technical aspects of Internet of Things and its Applications led by Shri Khagen-

dra Sharma, Scientist, NIELIT-Gangtok and supported by his team members namely 

Shri. Pawan Kumar Sharma, Miss. Anugra Wangchuk Lepcha and Shri. Biky Chowhan. 

Shri. Hari Babu, Associate Director, CDAC-Bangalore was the external expert for two of 

the technical sessions.  

A total of 161 participants from 20 states of India registered for the above Faculty 
Development Program conducted by NIELIT-Gangtok.  
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Short Term Courses

Certificate Course on Computer Concepts 
(CCC), NSQF Level 3
Certificate course in Office 
Automation(CCOA), NSQF Level 3
Certified Course in Web Designing, NSQF 
Level 3
CCertificate Course in PC Assembly & 
Maintenance, NSQF Level 3
Certification Course in Data Entry and 
Office Automation, NSQF Level 4
Certificate Course in Linux. Apache, 
MySQL and PHP, NSQF Level 5
Financial Financial Accounting with TALLY, 
Non-NSQF
C Programming, Non-NSQF
Microsoft Office, Non-NSQF
Computer Networking, Non-NSQF
Certificate Course in Java, Non-NSQF
Basics of Electrical and ElectBasics of Electrical and Electronic Devices, 
Non-NSQF
Basics of Digital Electronics Devices, 
Non-NSQF
Mathematics for Class X, Non-NSQF
Mathematics for Class XII, Non-NSQF
English Grammar, Non-NSQF

Areas of Excellence
Cyber Security
Cyber Forensic



Highlight & Achievements 
Expertise in Conducting Examnation
The following examinations are conducted at NIELIT Aizawl Campus during the 

months of October 2020 while maintaining social distancing and sanitization 

norms.

NTA JEE Mains Exam 2020 on 1st September 2020

NTA NEET Mains Exam 2020 on 13th September 2020

IBPS CWE-RRB Exam on 18th,19th and 20th September 2020

NTA-ICAR Exam on 23rd September 2020

NTA-UGC-NET Exam on 25th September 2020

IBPS CWE-RRB Exam on 26th September 2020 

NIELIT NIELIT CCC Exam on 29th-30th September 2020

DCSE and DETE Online Exam conducted successfully

 Govt. Hrangbana College, 
Aizawl on 22nd September 2020. 

Workshop conducted by NIELIT Aizawl

Workshop on Online ‘Various Online Teaching Method/e-Learning 
Management System’ is conducted by NIELIT Aizawl for the 
Teaching Faculty of various colleges/institution during the month 
of September 2020. Workshop jointly organized by NIELIT Aizawl 
and various colleges/institutions.

(DIET Aizawl), 
on 24th September 2020.

Govt. T. Romana College, 
Aizawl on 24th-25th September, 2020.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is 
signed to provide Learning Management 
System platform and technical supports 
between NIELIT Aizawl and the following 
colleges/institutions

District Institute of Education and 
Training (DIET Aizawl), on 16th 
September 2020
Govt. Hrangbana College, Aizawl on 28th 
September 2020
DiDistrict Institute of Education and 
Training (DIET Kolasib), on 28th 
September 2020
Govt. Mizoram Law College on 30th 
September 2020

AIZAWL
CENTRE

NIELIT 



29.08.2020-
“Handling Class Imbalance in 
Classification”

Revoti Prasad Bora, 
Principal Data Scientist, 
Lowe's India

Dr. Esha Barlaskar,
Asst. Prof. at University 
of Suffolk, UK

21-09-2020-
"Cloud technologies and 
Virtualizations" (Subtopics were 
Virtualization, VM placement, Cloud 
Public: AWS, Private: Open stack, 
Paas-Container etc.)

Many staffs from Guwahati 
and its ECs across Assam 
and staff from Kolkata, 
Shillong & Chandigarh etc

Faculty members from many 
NIELIT Centres attended the 
Lecture (All EC under Guwa-
hati and Shillong, Kohima, 
Gorakhpur, Delhi, Lucknow, 
Ajmer, Aizawl, Gorakhpur, Pa-
sighat, Tezu, Ranchi, and Itan
agar etc. 

Date and Title External Experts Attended by
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News from Guwahati Centre

Affiliation for BCA and M.Sc. (Computer Science) courses for NIELIT
 Guwahati 

Invited talks organized by NIELIT Guwahati as a part of its 
Upskilling staff: Expert Talk series 

Lectures presented by NIELIT Guwahati members for external 
organizations

During August 2020, NIELIT Guwahati has received affiliation for 03 years 

Bachelors of Computer Application (BCA) and 02 years Master of Science (M.Sc.) 

in Computer Science (CS) from Assam Science and Technology University, Assam. 

Initially, the university has sanctioned 40 seats for BCA and 20 seats for M.Sc.(CS) 

programme. The classes for both the formal courses will start in November 2020. 

01.09.2020-
Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, delivered a talk on 

‘Industry 4.0 and roles of Engineers’

09.09.2020-
Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, presented 
invited talk on "AI-based applica-
tions and its benefits for the NE 
states"

Summer Internship 
Program for Graduate

Assam Down Town University, 
Guwahati

Manipur Technical University 
(MTU), Imphal & Kanglei 
Khongyang Thijinyon (KKT), 
Imphal

Date and Title/ topic of the Lecture Event name Organized by

2nd International 
e‐Conference on 
“Science & Technology 
for Society”, KHUMANG, 
9‐11 Sept 2020



Title and Nature of the programme

25-08-2020 to 31-08-2020-
7 Days Blended Training on “Basics of Python 
Programming” was jointly organized by Jorhat EC of 
NIELIT Guwahati and Dept of Statistics, Gauhati 
University, Guwahati

06-10-2020 to 12-10-2020-
7 Days Blended Training on Moodle was jointly 
organized by Jorhat EC of NIELIT Guwahati and North 
Eastern Hill University, Shillong

Target group(s)

Faculty members and students 
of various backgrounds of 
different universities and 
colleges of the region.

Faculty members of North 
Eastern Hill University, Shillong 
and other universities and 
colleges of the region.
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15.09.2020-
Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, presented 
invited talk on ‘AI based Analytical 
System for early Epidemic 
detection’

TEQIP-III sponsored 
Faculty Development 
Program

World Student Innova-
tion Summit, Launch 
Chapter  (Global innova-
tion programme for the 
student’s community)

Online Refresher course 
on " Emerging Issues in 
Information Communica-
tion Technology."

Technical University Kota 
and Anand Int.College & 
Rajasthan.

NextGen Innov8 in 
association with ASMA 
(Adoption of Social Media in 
Academia, Pune

Workshop/ seminar/ online courses organized by NIELIT Guwahati 
and its ECs in Assam 

NIELIT Guwahati conducted COVID-19 testing for Employees

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar 
Marathwada University, 
Aurangabad. It was 
sponsored by UGC-HRD.

02-10-2020-
Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, presented a 
technical presentation on " Possible 
Livelihood activities of the Youths 
using ICT w.r.t Assembling in India 

22-10-2020-
Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, presented a 
technical presentation on 
"Student-centric ICT learning 
pprocess & continuous assessment 
(Digital Skillset, Flipped Classroom 
and Proctored based exams)

NIELIT Guwahati conducted COVID-19 

testing for all staff on 12 August 2020, as 

a part of Institutional testing. All staff got 

'Negative’ result.

th
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NIELIT Guwahati organized a webinar on "Start-up Process & 
Funding / Grant/ schemes for Entrepreneurship /Startups 

in the NE Region of India. 
 

The expert panel of the webinar,  Shri Prabir Kumar Das, Jurisdictional Director, North East & West Bengal, STPI. Dr. M.P. 
Pillai, Executive Director, NIELIT Calicut, Sri Sanjeev Sharma, Director, WEBx Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, Director, NIELIT 
Guwahati & Shillong are seen in the photograph above.  Total of 477 participants attended the event which was 
moderated by Dr. Saurov Mahanta of NIELIT Guwahati. 

A webinar on "Start-up Process & Funding“ jointly conducted on 04.09.2020 by NIELIT 

Guwahati & STPI Guwahati to support technology-led innovation in North-Eastern India 

under OCTANE (through STPI) & Chunauti (through NGIS, STPI). The participants and 

the experts were welcomed by Dr. Y. Jayanta Singh, Director, NIELIT Guwahati & 

Shillong. Expert members present on occasion were Shri P.K. Das, Jurisdictional 

Director, North East & West Bengal, STPI,  Dr. M.P. Pillai, Executive Director, NIELIT 

Calicut & Sri Sanjeev Sharma, Director, WEBx Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Guwahati.  Dr. M.P. 

Pillai,Pillai, Executive Director, NIELIT Calicut & Chennai delivered his speech on new 

innovations in IoT and IECT. He stated about the several prototype ready products at his 

centre. He has encouraged the students and youths to join the startup event to 

contribute to Self-reliant India. The funding schemes under “OctaNE“ and NGIS, were 

presented by Shri P.K. Das. Apart from the above, Sri Sanjeev Sharma, Director, 

WEBxTechnologies Pvt. Ltd. encouraged participants to come forward to participate in 

the startup schemes available in the golden days with the government of India schemes. 
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Artificial Intelligence of Things

TechokrkZ

Introduction

AI based scheme for centralized IoT Network

Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) is Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled Internet of 

Thigs (IoT). A general IoT device deployed with some technology of machine learning 

(ML) or artificial intelligence, may be said to be an AIoT device and network of such 

limitedly intelligent devices is called AIoT or the intelligence may lie with the 

clouds/fogs or access points. An IoT device just has to sense the data, search for nearby 

access point, send the data to it and finally the data received at gateway device may be 

sent individually or in aggregation to further processing units like Base Stations, 

eNodeBs,eNodeBs, clouds or fogs while Artificial Intelligence is to provide the device a kind of 

intelligence to take some of the predefined decisions by its own. In AIoT, the devices 

and/or the network are made capable of taking some decisions to improve the 

efficiency and throughput of the overall network, to reduce the congestion and access 

delay in the network and to maximize the numbers of device that can be connected to 

the particular access point/gateway in the vicinity. These devices improve 

human-to-human interaction and enhance data management and analytics. [2][3]

The explosive growth of wireless/IoT devices has brought a challenge to facilitate the 

“things” with efficient wireless resources. This issue of the massive number of machine 

type communication (mMTC) things is being included as a part of the undergoing 5G 

networks. It is envisioned that more sophisticated devices would be connected to form 

a hyper connected world with the aids of the sixth generation (6G) mobile networks.

In this article, we discuss the frameworks of centralized AI-enabled IoT networks. Key 

technical challenges are analysed for this network architecture. Deep Reinforcement 

Learning (DRL)-based strategies and neural networks-based approaches are utilized to 

efficiently realize the DRL strategies for system procedures such as spectrum access 

and spectrum sensing.

As per [5] currently, cloud computing or fog computing based centralized IoT 

Networks is the key area of interest due to a number of advantages it has. The IoT 

Networks based on cloud computing are mainly comprised of following three 

components 1. Radio Remote Head (RRH) Network, 2. Front-haul Network and 3. 

Baseband Units like clouds/fogs. Whenever an MTC device or IoT user want to use 

the network for uploading or downloading the data, it needs to initiate the access  
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Apart from this, online training processes may also be used like i.e. of Deep Q-Networks 

(DQN), Deep Q-Learning (DQL). [4]

Conclusion

Here, in this article, Artificial intelligence in centralized IoT networks has been applied. 

To cater mMTC/large IoT, the individual devices may choose their transmission 

parameters intelligently independently (but in limited sense). Reinforcement Learning 

approach has been used here as MTC/IoT devices may be placed anywhere under the 

eNodeB, therefore choosing a model based approach looks quite unfeasible. Choosing           

procedure. The IoT user establishes connection with RRH network and RRH with 

front-haul and finally front-haul establishes with clouds. The issue arises when a large 

number of MTC/IoT users try to access the network in same time slot as it causes 

collision and congestion in the network which in turn puts detrimental impact on the 

overall network performance as there is always fixed number of total available 

preambles and channels and both cannot be modified either by user or by network 

components. To improve the access probability, neural network based Deep 

ReinReinforcement Learning (DRL) may be used.  

As per this approach, each MTC/IoT user contains an independent neural network so 

that it may perform DRL individually. Let the output layer of NN is defined by number of 

available resource blocks (RB) which can be at most N, it being the total no. of available 

preambles when no device requires access to the network in particular slot. So if there 

are N no. of MTC/IoT users and all choose different RB then there is no issue of collision 

but if there are more users, it becomes impossible to cater all of them without 

congestion/collision. For DRL, here, the used output neurons may be used to define the 

actionaction of DRL i.e. the action is represented by the number of RBs used in random access. 

The input layer here consists of N+1 neurons. The additional one neuron represents the 

reward neuron. The significant amount of the reward may be given if DRL makes the 

random access successful otherwise a negative reward may be imposed. If the greedy 

approach is also applied here then an MTC/IoT user may opt to use multiple RBs, in this 

case it impacts the reward calculation. It may be calculated by:

Where A represents the value of the reward by one successful access, 1_success 

becomes 1 for successful access otherwise it is 0, n represents number of RBs used and     
is adaptation weight. So using this, based on rewards, and RB may be chosen by 

MTC/IoT user so to avoid the possible collision in the network and to reduce probability 

of random access congestion which, in long run, improves throughput and efficiency of 

the network in catering massive number of the devices in an intelligent manner. Figure-1 

shows feed forward based neural network (FFNN) for 4 RBs [1].
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Figure -1: Neural Network based on Feed Forward Approach

an AI technique mainly depends on the environment to be learnt. Therefore, with some 

other approach, the distributed IoT networks may also be made more efficient. 
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